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Fox’s ‘Family Guy’ launches
Season 16 on Sunday

As everyone must know by now, Fox’s animated series “Family
Guy” lives to lampoon human nature and human frailties, and
does so without fear or favor. There’s something bracing about

“Family Guy” as it blows its whistle on a society that seems to grow
ever coarser and more mean-spirited, while individuals squawk at any
hint of disrespect directed toward them and wilt at every trigger
word. For anyone weary of today’s reflexive correctness, the show,
with its deft blend of the ingenious and the rude-and-crude, provides
a counteractive safe space where no low blow, regardless of how low,
is inadmissible. And so it carries on, as porky patriarch Peter Griffin
and his family and friends begin their 16th season on Sunday (9 pm
Eastern) on Fox. With that in mind, show runners Rich Appel and Alec
Sulkin recently shared some details of what lies ahead - including the
series’ 300th episode, which won’t be just a milestone, Appel promis-
es, “but one of our best.”

The season premiere, said Sulkin, “will be our shameless grab to
win a (best show) Emmy” - an itch so far unscratched by the
Television Academy. As Peter embarks on his own For Your
Consideration campaign, he will make “Family Guy” more like proven
Emmy-winning shows, including not just comedy but also dramas
and reality. Guest voices include Sofia Vergara, Ty Burrell, Julie Bowen,
Louis C.K., Bill Maher, Christina Pickles and the late Adam West.

What else?
“We’ll have a special episode where (precocious toddler) Stewie is

in therapy for the entire half-hour,” said Sulkin, “with the therapist
played by Sir Ian McKellen.” “Stewie actually learns something about
himself,” said Appel - “as opposed to everyone else’s therapy.”

Another episode, titled “Three Directors,” will tell the same simple
story - Peter losing his job - within the half-hour, “but each version is
told in the style of Quentin Tarantino, Wes Anderson and Michael
Bay,” Appel said. “We have an episode where Brian (the erudite, artic-
ulate family dog) and Stewie go back to Victorian England and play
Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson,” said Sulkin. “That seems like some-
thing we might have done before, but we actually hadn’t.”

The series, which premiered in 1999, was created by Seth
MacFarlane, who handed over the reins as showrunner in 2010 to
pursue other projects, including the two “Ted” films and, currently, his
new Fox sci-fi series “The Orville,” which he created, wrote and stars
in. But he continues to voice a number of favorite “Family Guy” char-
acters, “and while he’s recording if there are things that he doesn’t
like, or DOES like, he will let us know,” Sulkin said. One of MacFarlane’s
signature elements in the show is its cutaway gags and comic asides.
Peppered through each episode’s 22 minutes, those cutaways are
where some of its sharpest and most devilish comedy resides, and
where the series takes its wildest flights of fancy.

“It’s one of Seth’s brilliant strokes,” said Appel. “The cutaways pre-
date YouTube and Hulu clips, and anticipated the shared content of
my kids’ generation. When people watch 30- or 60- or 90-second bits
that they like, that they think is funny, they’ll follow the trail to the
whole show those bits came from. ‘Family Guy’ is popular because
hopefully it’s good, but the cutaways serve as a lifeline to the show in
some ways.” Another MacFarlane masterstroke continues unabated:
the considerable naughtiness of “Family Guy.” This means ongoing
discussions with the network over content. “Rich has a background in
law,” said Sulkin, “so when we have issues that are brought up by
Standards, he is particularly good at making arguments to get us
around some of those issues.”

“I think what Alec is saying is: as a comedy writer, I’m a great
lawyer,” Appel cracked. “Rich just made several valiant phone calls
trying to defend a bit in an upcoming show which is a play on the ‘I
Love Lucy’ chocolates-on-a-conveyer-belt scene,” Sulkin said. “But
instead of Lucy, it’s Peter. And instead of chocolates, it’s little Dixie
cups filled with truckers’ urine for a drug test. Those are the kinds of
things that we fight for.” “It’s not exactly what my mother imagined
when she paid for my law school,” Appel said, “but it’s something.” He
didn’t say who won this particular debate. — AP

Rap mogul Jay-Z and pop superstar
Jennifer Lopez will headline a con-
cert in New York to raise funds for

survivors of hurricanes that have devas-
tated the United States and the
Caribbean. Tidal, the streaming service
led by Jay-Z, on Wednesday announced
the line-up of the show that will take
place on October 17 in Brooklyn’s
Barclays Center arena. Lopez, born in
New York to parents from Puerto Rico,
recently donated $1 million to relief for

Hurricane Maria, which has brought cat-
astrophic damage to the island’s elec-
tricity and other infrastructure.

The concert’s hip-hop-heavy lineup
will also feature rappers DJ Khaled, Cardi
B, Joey Bada$$, Belly, Iggy Azalea, Vic
Mensa and Daddy Yankee-the Puerto
Rican rapper who was part of the viral
global hit “Despacito.” Performers of
other genres include the electronic artist
Kaskade, R&B singer Chris Brown and
pop group Fifth Harmony. Hurricanes

Harvey, Irma and Maria, which all carried
monstrous ferocity, battered the
Caribbean and parts of the United States
in quick succession starting last month.
Jay-Z’s wife Beyonce, who recently gave
birth to twins and is not scheduled to
perform, earlier promised long-term
help for her hometown Houston as it
rebuilds from Harvey. — AFP

For many it’s harps, halos and angel
wings, for some celestial spheres and
astral planes and for others still,

reunions with long-departed family and
friends in sunlit Elysian fields. Whatever your
image of what lies beyond there’s a version
of it immortalized on celluloid somewhere in
Hollywood’s rich canon of life-after-death
movies. From “Heaven Can Wait” and “It’s a
Wonderful Life” to “The Sixth Sense”-still the
most successful horror movie of all time-
Tinseltown has been offering a window into
the heavenly realm for decades. The latest
take on the hereafter is “Flatliners,” a reboot
of the 1990 cult classic about student physi-
cians shocking themselves to the other side
and back with a young new cast and a mas-
ters degree in medical authenticity. 

“Death is the last great unknown, in some
ways. It’s like the depths of the sea and the
depths of space,” Danish director Niels Arden
Oplev told AFP. “We know more about the
Big Bang than we do about the final count-
down.” Movie-goers over the age of 40 will
remember the premise of “Flatliners”: a
group of devil-may-care medical students,
obsessed by the mystery of what lies beyond,
embark on an audacious, dangerous experi-
ment. Stopping their hearts for short periods,
each triggers their own near-death experi-
ence as their colleagues monitor their brain
activity, to see if they can find any proof of
the afterlife. A cast of established talent and
rising stars replace the original ensemble led
by Kiefer Sutherland, who gets a sizeable
cameo this time around, Kevin Bacon and
Julia Roberts. 

‘Shortcut to greatness’ 
Led by Oscar nominee Ellen Page

(“Juno,” “Inception”) “Flatliners” 2017 co-
stars Diego Luna (“Milk,” “Rogue One: A
Star Wars Story”) alongside Nina Dobrev,
James Norton and Kiersey Clemons. Co-
produced by Hollywood veteran Michael
Douglas, a producer on Joel Schumacher’s
original, the reboot turns up the dial on the
psychological scares. But Oplev, who made
2009’s “The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo,”
the most successful Scandinavian film of all
time, says the new “Flatliners” is also a
metaphor for American culture’s obsession
with getting ahead. Oplev’s characters dis-
cover that having flatlined and faced
death, they not only experience what the
afterlife might be like but also come back
with enhanced abilities.

“The competition to carve out a career
and job for yourself for young people today
is so much harder and so much more crazy
than 27 years ago. And young kids today,
they take all kinds of crap to study 12 hours,
to stay awake,” Oplev says. “They all have this
desire to take a pill to shortcut to greatness.
And then suddenly you realize that was a lot
of fun, that was great, and now there’s a bill
to pay that I did not foresee coming.” The bill
in “Flatliners” is steep: as the characters expe-
rience death and resurrection, they are
forced by horrific supernatural visitations to
confront past actions they deeply regret.
Science has advanced dramatically over the
last quarter century, and the director worked
with medical experts to ground the scary
thrills and spills in modern technology.

‘Small liberties’ 
He brought on medical consultant

Lindsay Somers and her network of nurses,
radiologists and neurosurgeons to ensure
the action was as accurate as possible.   Every
diagnosis and prescription had to be authen-
tic, while the actors were shown how to carry
equipment correctly and give injections the
way a real physician would.   Despite what
Hollywood leads us to believe, you can’t
actually shock someone who is flatlining
back to life without first getting a heartbeat,
says Somers.  

Even those ubiquitous paddles aren’t
used any more, but were kept in the movie
because, well, they look more dramatic than
glued-on pads. “Obviously, because we’re
making a Hollywood film and not a docu-
mentary, we took small liberties with some
things. But overall we tried to keep it as accu-
rate as possible,” says Somers. Another differ-
ence between Oplev’s film and
Schumacher’s is the intensity of the psycho-
logical horror, which has been jacked up for a
less easily shockable generation. 

“The film language-especially within scary
films-has changed a lot in 27 years. The audi-
ence expects more than the audience of
1990,” Oplev told AFP. The 56-year-old film-
maker, who was approached by Sony in 2013
to helm the remake, says he only watched
the original twice during his production. “The
old film is a great inspiration, although we
are definitely not remaking it as much as we
are reinterpreting it,” he told AFP. “Flatliners”
opens in US theaters on Friday. — AFP

‘Flatliners’ resurrects
Hollywood’s afterlife fixation

Jay-Z, J Lo headline hurricane benefit show

Cast members Diego Luna (left), Kiersey Clemons (second left), Ellen Page
(center), Nina Dobrev (second right) and James Norton arrive for the
world premiere of Columbia Pictures’ ‘Flatliners,’at The Theatre at the Ace
Hotel in Los Angeles, California. — AFP

Actor Michael Douglas arrives for the world pre-
miere of Columbia Pictures’ ‘Flatliners,’ at The
Theatre at the Ace Hotel in Los Angeles,
California.

This combination photo shows Fox’s ‘The Family Guy’
showrunners, writer and producer Alec Sulkin, left, at the
world premiere of ‘Ted 2’ in New York on June 24, 2015, and
producer Rich Appel at ‘The Cleveland Show’ Live! panel dis-
cussion at The Paley Center for Media in Beverly Hills, Calif,
on Sept 23, 2010. — AP


